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Comedy Stories In English
These unapologetically funny books are written by emerging and long-respected comedians, writers, satirists, and more.
26 funny books from the best voices in comedy, from Tina Fey to Samantha Irby
I Just Had Sex,” a paean to getting laid composed by the comedy-rap group The Lonely Island, initially aired as a digital short on Saturday Night Live in December 2010. In just under three minutes, it ...
The Story Behind “I Just Had Sex” By The Lonely Island
In the enormously appealing British series “We Are Lady Parts,” the chaos and the comedy of a fledgling band — with its members squeezing in practice between day jobs and personal tribulations — comes ...
‘We Are Lady Parts’ review: They’re British. They’re funny. They’re Muslim. And they’re punk. Peacock series brings the chaos of a fledgling all-girl punk band to life
Bollywood stunner Priyanka Chopra had a good laugh after watching singer Jay Sean's hilarious translated version of the Hindi song 'Mehndi Laga Ke Rakhna' from the film Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge.
Priyanka Chopra has a hearty laugh at singer Jay Sean's English version of 'Mehendi Laga Ke Rakhna' - Watch!
Jack Docherty is taking a leap into the unknown with his first new Fringe show in years, a ‘quasi serious play’ called Nothing But.
'Regret, loss, obsession, impotence. ⋯ you know, comedy!'
Whether you want a comedy that's raunchy or family-friendly, lowbrow or classy, Amazon Prime has got you covered.
40 Best Comedy Movies On Amazon Prime [July 2021]
I Just Had Sex,” a paean to getting laid composed by the comedy-rap group The Lonely Island, initially aired as a digital short on Saturday Night Live in December 2010. In just under three minutes, it ...
Andy Samberg and his comedy rap group The Lonely Island share the story behind their 2010 track "I Just Had Sex"
Native people playing Native people in a movie being shown in a movie theater? It was an event. This was 1990. I was eight. There'd been nothing close to that moment in my lifetime. We were used to ...
The Untold Stories of Wes Studi
Nowadays, people... they just don't do things right. ScreenDaily has revealed the first promo trailer for an indie comedy from Catalonia called The ...
First Look Trailer for Neus Ball s' Catalan Comedy 'The Odd-Job Men'
The Exchange ’ is based on the experiences of Tim Long (a longtime writer for ‘The Simpsons’) when his family hosted a French foreign exchange student in the 80s. The movie is directed by Dan Mazer, ...
‘The Exchange’ Director Dan Mazer and Writer Tim Long Talk About their New Comedy
Ted Lasso sports one of comedy’s more interesting origin stories. Its genesis was a commercial gimmick NBC counted on to drive interest in its newly acquired Premier League scheduling back in 2013.
‘Ted Lasso’s’ Brendan Hunt On Season Two, Alex Morgan Shoutouts, And Coach Beard’s Origin Story
The Apple TV+ comedy, returning for season two Friday, July 23, brings relentless optimism and positivity to a post-Trump audience.
Jason Sudeikis talks playing a character without an ego in his hit sports comedy ‘Ted Lasso’
But is Ted Lasso a true story, and is the titular coach based on a real person? We’re here to help answer your burning questions so you can score all of the behind-the-scenes details and facts of your ...
Is ‘Ted Lasso’ a True Story? The Inspiration Behind Jason Sudeikis’ Character
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
It was a really good thing for my brain that I wasn’t playing a character going through troubled transitions or experiencing self-loathing or other complicated things I’ve tried to put out on screen,” ...
Ted Lasso actor Juno Temple discusses learning comedy on the job, and how her character Keeley helped her survive lockdown
Amid the critical acclaim of the series, it shouldn’t come as much of a surprise that Ted Lasso delivered the largest opening weekend ever for Apple TV Plus, the company claimed. According to Apple, ...
Ted Lasso season 2: Jason Sudeikis comedy series delivers ‘biggest premiere to date’ for Apple TV Plus
Wooden O, the outdoor theater arm of Seattle Shakespeare Company, will stage “The Comedy of Errors.” The silly and slapstick-y farce will be seen in parks around the Seattle area. Admission is free, ...
Another theater returns to live performance, as Seattle Shakespeare Company readies ‘Comedy of Errors’
It’s been a minute since English actress Kate Beckinsale has roundhouse kicked a dude in the balls. But she’s back, baby, in Jolt on Amazon Prime, a new action movie that began streaming today. And ...
Kate Beckinsale Is Having A Blast In ‘Jolt,’ Amazon’s Smart, Funny Action Flick
The story was written by Benamou – making his English-language debut – and Cech ... two worlds that have always been dear to me: comedy and magic. To shoot a movie in the USA has always ...
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